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ABSTRACT. - Is it relevant to introduce the new concept of limnosphere?
Limnic water is the structuring element of the limnosphere, which could be
defined as the envelope of the Earth, where the water cycle transiting through one
or more continental water bodies occurs. As a part of epigeosphere and landscape
sphere, limnosphere is characterized, practically over its entire thickness and
extension, by the contact between atmosphere, lithosphere and hydrosphere. Since
1958 and the coining of the word ecosphere by L.C. Cole, the concepts of sphere
and system are close, so that limnosphere may be defined as the envelope of the
global limnosystem.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The hydrosphere was coined in 1875 by the Austrian geologist E. Suess
together with the biosphere and the lithosphere. When the Russian oceanographer
V.N. Stepanov coined the oceanosphere in 1949 (Степанов, 1983), he disregarded
the rest of the hydrosphere, which was later named continental hydrosphere by
some authors (Olivry, 1990, Zygmunt et al., 2016). The aim of the paper is to
examine the relevance of coining a limnosphere in addition to a possible
potamosphere and to increase the glossary of limnology, according to an
epistemological approach. In this respect, it is necessary to extract from the
definitions of the existing hydrosphere and other geospheres the major criteria
which justified their formation and to try to apply them to a prospective limnic
envelope of the planet Earth. These determinants can be classified into three
families: the component of the sphere, the systemic relationships between the newly
created sphere and the other spheres, the concept of sphere as a global envelope.
2. THE LIMNOSPHERE AS A SET OF LIMNIC WATER
2.1. Is the component of the hydrosphere well defined?
When he invented the word hydrosphere, Eduard Suess (1875) was more
concerned by the links, which would be named today systemic, of it with the other
spheres than by its characterization as such, so that he did not properly define his
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neologism. Great freedom was therefore left to the following authors to define or
redefine the hydrosphere according to multiple criteria and with a more or less
wide interpretation.
The narrowest definition of the hydrosphere is that of the envelope of
surface water in the liquid state (George, 1990, Rat, 1994). A second scientific
school admits that the water of the hydrosphere can exist in several phases. For
some of these authors, it is the envelope of water in its two liquid and solid states
(Roche, 1986), for other the hydrosphere includes the gaseous state (Lageat, 2004).
A third way of thinking insists that water also represents, in weight terms, the bulk
of living organisms (Любушкина и сотр., 2004).
Finally, the hydrosphere gives rise to multiple definitions by overstepping
cryosphere, atmosphere and even biosphere and pedosphere. If we want to create a
limnosphere as a part of the hydrosphere, we must go back to the strict
characterization of the sphere concept itself.
2.2. The sphere concept characterized by its components
Due to the multiplication of spheres created by different authors from the
end of the 19th century to the 1930s, a need to rank the criteria appeared which led
to a classification (Исаченко, 1965, Мильков, 1970, Марков, 1980). According to
Russian geographers, four criteria may determine the components of a sphere:
physical state, chemical composition (Озерский, 2008), level of organization and
degree of activity. Limnic water has to be sifted through these four criteria.
2.3. The characterization of limnic water
In the following, limnic water includes all inland standing waters lying in
lakes, reservoirs, ponds, pools, swamps and other bodies. Unlike water of lentic
environment, limnic water is not bio-centered.
According to the criterion of the physical state, limnic water is usually (or
should we say centrally) in liquid state, but it can freeze and evaporate. Lake ice is
a significant facet of the landscape of mountain, polar and temperate continental
lakes, and an important part of the functioning of amictic, cold monomictic and
dimictic lakes. Advection fogs form a significant aspect of microclimate above
temperate lakes in the spring, and drainage fogs are common in late summer and
autumn over water bodies, even smaller ones such as ponds.
According to the criterion of the chemical composition, limnic water is a
part of continental waters. As early as 1960, the German geographer F. Wilhelm
concluded that continental and marine waters should be distinguished on the
criterion of the chemical composition, imposed by an inland catchment area in the
first, by the sea in the second case (for example a coastal lagoon). It means that
marine lagoons are only affected by quantitative changes in salinity, while lakes
add qualitative variability.
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In continental water bodies, not only the concentration of salts that
changes, but also the proportion of dissolved elements relative to each other, which
depends on the flows in the hydrographical basin. In this context, the limnosphere
would be a part of the hydrosphere influenced by the continent, whereas the
oceanosphere is the hydrosphere affecting the continent. Without saying so, this
was implied by most limnologists working on the ratio of drainage area to lake
surface area (Marzolf, 1984, Meybeck et Pourriot, 1991). That is why L. Touchart
(1996) compared the very low ratio of Hövsgöl with the Atlantic Ocean and based
the geographic identity of this Mongolian lake on this peculiarity. Vanney’s
conceptual thoughts were going in a close sense when he created “an oceanosphere
of influence” to designate our planet (2002b).
According to the criterion of the level of organization, limnic water as such
is an inert component. However, it would not be illogical to extend a possible
limnosphere to the water taken from water bodies by aquatic organisms or
contained in their cells. It should be noted that, although he did not use the concept
of sphere, the inventor of limnology himself opposed marine lagoons and inland
water bodies on the fact that the plant and animal marine organisms can propagate
freely in all waters in direct communication with the sea, whereas their
immigration to the lakes can only occur by indirect means (Forel, 1901).
According to the criterion of the degree of activity, limnic water is a
mobile component. But the limnosphere could be distinguished from a possible
potamosphere precisely because it approaches stability more than this one. On the
one hand, limnic water itself is standing water that is to say that its movements,
limited, are not due to the slope of the bottom. On the contrary, it is stratified
continuously in meromictic lakes, during several years in oligomictic lakes, during
one or two seasons in mono- and dimictic lakes, during a few weeks to a few days
in discontinuous polymictic water bodies, during a few hours in continuous
polymictic water bodies (Lewis, 1983). On the other hand, the standing waters form,
as a support, the lentic environment of aquatic biocenosis, where takes place a
trophic cycle with main vertical component which is very different from that which
occurs from upstream to downstream in the lotic environment (Hynes, 1970).
3. THE LIMNOSPHERE
INTERACTIONS

AS

A

NETWORK

OF

LIMNIC

3.1. The structuring role of limnic water in the water cycle
In the same way that Vernadsky showed the structuring role of living matter
in the biosphere (Вернадский, 1934-1940), some authors have emphasized the
structuring role of water in the hydrosphere. Thus, when Ghislain de Marsily (2000)
defines the hydrosphere as the surface envelope of the Earth where the water cycle of
the planet takes place, combining the atmosphere, the surface part of the continents
and the ocean, he revisits the concept according to a vision close to the Vernadsky’s
thinking. For the purpose of this paper, limnic water is the structuring element of the
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limnosphere, which could be defined as the envelope of the Earth, where the water
cycle transiting through one or more continental water bodies occurs.
3.2. The limnosphere as a part of the epigeosphere
The Vernadsky’s concept of structuring element in a sphere was reworked
by Russian geographers to integrate spatio-temporal scales. With that in mind,
Andrey Grigoryev coined the geographical envelope in the 1930’s (Григорьев,
1966), changed into epigeosphere by Anatoly Isachenko (Исаченко, 1965), and
Fyodor Milkov founded the landscape sphere (Мильков, 1970).
In terms of time scales, most authors consider that the geographical
envelope of the Earth experienced a first geological stage, then a second biogenic
stage, which would correspond to the biosphere in Vernadsky’s sense, and then has
started a third anthropogenic stage (Любушкина и сотр., 2004). Some authors
think that it will move towards a noosphere close to that envisaged by Vernadsky
himself. Marina Frolova (2000) showed that Grigoryev’s thought emphasized
temporal dynamics. In this context, the limnosphere appeared only in the second
stage of the development of the planet and it is now evolving under the action of
human society, which not only transforms natural lakes, but also creates hundreds
of thousands of reservoirs and ponds.
In terms of spatial scales, the first criterion is the thickness of the layer
where the interactions take place, according to a meaning close to that of epidermis
of the Earth (Tricart, 1962, 1972). If we follow Grigoryev’s concept, who thinks
that the geographical envelope continues to 800 m into the lithosphere and on
several kilometers to the ozone layer in the stratosphere, the entire limnosphere
would be included in this sphere and would participate in all exchanges. If we
adopt the Milkov’s sphere, most of the oceanosphere escapes him; in this case a
deep hypolimnosphere would not belong to the landscape sphere.
The second spatial criterion is the number of external interfaces and the
third is composed by vertical and horizontal zonation within the spheric layer.
According to the meaning of Isachenko (Исаченко, 1971), shallow marine
environments and shores form the most complex place, where the three main
abiotic spheres (atmo-, hydro-, litho-) meet. It means for our purposes that the
coined limnosphere would be by its very nature in contact with the three spheres
practically along its entire thickness and extension. According to the meaning of
Milkov (Мильков, 1970), the landscape sphere is precisely the layer 200 to 300 m
thick where the atmosphere, the hydrosphere and the lithosphere interpenetrate
each other. Among five types of landscape sphere, continental waters category
contains simultaneously rivers, lakes and shallow epicontinental seas. Unlike
Milkov, who considers that the thickness of the water column is more decisive than
the separation or not with the ocean, we prefer to place the criterion of the
opposition between the standing and running waters hierarchically before the
thickness of the water column.
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3.3. Systemic connections between limnosphere and other spheres
From the beginning, the hydrosphere was coined by E. Suess (1875, pp.
158-159) in a systemic sense; he said that most waters are physically and
chemically bound and he emphasized the exchanges with lithosphere and
atmosphere. If a limnosphere was coined, it should also interact with the other
envelopes. Some examples can be pointed.
Interactions between limnosphere and atmosphere may be apprehended on
the scale of the water cycle or be focused on the atmospheric boundary layer which
and on the physical epilimnion and the dynamic Ekman layer. Processes such as
evaporation and condensation over water bodies, waves and lake currents, concepts
like lake limnoclimate (Галазий, Вотинцев, 1975, Ладейщиков, 1982) and pond
limnoclimate (Azaroual et al., 2012) are part of the links between the limnosphere
and atmosphere. Some geographers have even suggested the creation of a basin of
atmospheric influence, in order to map the area which is likely to drop pollutants
on the lakes (Чебаненко, 1988).
Interactions between limnosphere and biosphere reflect the mechanisms of
lentic ecosystems based on a trophic cycle with a dominant vertical component. (i)
The actions of limnosphere on biosphere correspond to those of standing waters
regarded as a biotope influencing aquatic biocenosis. (ii) Feedback is less often
highlighted in the scientific literature. In terms of quantity, living organisms
modify the hydrological balance of water bodies, due to the evapotranspiration of
plants. Hydrophyte and helophyte belts may, in some cases, lose more water than
open water (DeBusk et al., 1983, Rashed, 2014, Aldomany, 2017). Qualitatively,
some filtering organisms are known to purify lake water, such as the endemic
copepod Epischura baikalensis in the great Siberian lake (Sars, 1900). (iii) Finally,
the reciprocal interactions between limnosphere and biosphere, which Vernadsky
would have described as interpenetrating, are affected by changes in geographical
scales, which could be used to subdivide the limnosphere if they were used for this
purpose. Thus, the fact that the light and the radiative heat are likely to reach the
bottom or not, can be considered as a criterion defining and separating lake and
pond. This refers to “the [Vernadsky’] envelope penetrated by life and penetrated
by the energy of radiation” (Rougerie, 1988, p. 238).
3.4. Limnosphere as envelope of limnosystem and limnic territory
For many ecologists and geographers, the concepts of sphere and system
are close. When L.C. Cole (1958, p. 83) coined the ecosphere, he explained that it
was “intended to combine two concepts: the biosphere and the ecosystem”. And G.
Rougerie (1988, p. 238) noted “how much everything the concept of geosystem
covers with space, components and relationships is close to Vernadsky’s definition
of the biosphere”.
If we wanted to follow Cole’s idea of ecosphere as envelope of global
ecosystem, we would have to focus on biosphere and biocenosis, so that
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limnosphere, as part of geosphere (in the meaning of R.S. Williams, 2012), would be
defined as the envelope of the geosystem restricted to limnic biotope. We prefer to
follow geographical Isachenko’s idea of epigeosphere (Исаченко, 1965) as envelope
of global geosystem (in the meaning of В.Б.Сочава, 1963), so that limnosphere
would be defined as the envelope of the global limnosystem (in the meaning of L.
Touchart and P. Bartout, 2018). It presumes that (i) the role of human societies is not
less than this of nature (it is true for sphere concept, Grinevald, 2007, as well as for
system concept with the anthroposystem of Lévêque et al., 2000), (ii) biotope is not
subservient to biocenosis, (iii) inland water resources depend on lakes and reservoirs
much more than on rivers : from 199 000 km3 (Cael et al., 2017) to 230 000 km3
(Nace, 1969) in natural lakes, 6 000 km3 in reservoirs (Shiklomanov, 2000),
compared to only 1 200 km3 in rivers (L’vovič, 1968).
If a limnic territory is regarded as a part of the earth’s surface characterized
by significant water bodies of different types (natural lakes, artificial reservoirs,
ponds, etc.), which influence the physical environment by their lentic
characteristics and are influenced by it, and which are integrated into society and
economy and of which inhabitants have appropriated the representation, so that the
set of interrelations on several spatial and temporal scales build a geographical
identity (Bartout and Touchart, under press), then limnosphere covers all limnic
territories. It would mean that limnosphere is evolving toward limnic noosphere.
Cultural appropriation of water bodies would no more concern only some
territories such as Finland, Switzerland or Brenne, but would become universal.
According to the Russian concept of completeness of a sphere
(целестность сферы), a sphere has a uniqueness in the systemic meaning of the
term, because it is not only the sum of its components but adds peculiarities as a
system (Любушкина и сотр., 2004). It would be the case of limnosphere if we
decided to coin it. Indeed, in most of hydrographic basins, chains of reservoirs and
ponds propagate limnic conditions throughout the entire hydrographic network
without the restoration of river conditions. On a global scale, the removal of all water
bodies would change the geosystem of the Earth. Lakes, reservoirs and ponds,
because they have much higher organic productivity and sedimentation rates than
those in the ocean, play a major role in biogeochemical cycles, especially in the
global carbon cycle (Downing, 2009). Assuming that limnosystems and global
epigeosphere are indissolubly interrelated, then we can consider that the limnosphere
represents the global “limnic footprint” (Bartout and Touchart, submitted). It would
help to a more quantitative comprehension integrating extended limnic ratio and
density of water bodies.
4. THE LIMNOSPHERE AS A SPHERIC ENVELOPE OF EARTH
4.1. Limnosphere and levels of geographic scales
According to a limnological geography approach, the world scale forms the
highest level in which the other scales fit together (Touchart et al., 2014): the
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zonation of water bodies (specificities of tropical lakes, polar lakes, etc.), the
districts of water bodies (for example their grouping in the Germano-Polish
lowlands), the role of water bodies in hydrographic basins, the different types of
water bodies according to their size (lakes, ponds, pools, swamps), the structure
layers and discontinuities within a lake (for example epilimnion and hypolimnion).
The scientific literature about limnology (usually in biology or in
geochemistry) shows two methods in change of scales. From local to global scale,
most works consist of the study of a water body, most often a natural lake of small or
medium size, and then a generalization of the results (in the form of a synthesis until
the 1970s, of a mathematical model since that time). From global to local scale, some
works use a deductive approach, especially about worldwide distribution of water
bodies (Downing, 2010). In fact, each approach, if used alone, can lead to abuse. The
former has long led to an overestimation of the functioning of the temperate lake as a
global model, dismissing the many nuances of tropical, subtropical (Yoshimura,
1936), polar and subpolar lakes (Bayly and Williams 1973). The latter can lead to
risky extrapolations such as senseless inventories of the total area of world’s water
bodies, as it was denounced by P. Bartout et al. (2015).
The introduction of the limnosphere would make it possible to restore the
balance between the two approaches, which would be the counterpart of the balance
between the concept of open (stream system, Carter & Chorley, 1961) and closed
(lake as a microcosm, Forbes, 1887) limnosystem (Touchart and Bartout, 2018).
4.2. Limnosphere, world lake and global lake
The limnosphere, as another part of the hydrosphere, obviously results
from the acceptance of the concept of oceanosphere created by V. Stepanov
(Степанов, 1983). The concept of global lake should then be modeled on the
already existing world ocean created by Y. Shokalski (Шокальский, 1917),
modified by J.-R. Vanney (2002a) in global ocean, which designates an organized
whole, considered from a triple point of view: totality, uniqueness and sphericity.
Many spheres do not envelop the Earth in a continuous way (pedosphere,
cryosphere, oceanosphere) and it is also the case of the hydrosphere itself, at least
in the meaning of the envelope of water in the liquid form. The only way to put the
hydrosphere in continuous envelope is to integrate the concept in the water cycle
(Margat, 1998). Then the unity of the hydrosphere is determined by the permanent
water exchange between its parts and the turnout of water from one state to another
and from one place to another.
According to this line of thinking, the limnosphere may also integrate the
water cycle. First, the lake is ubiquitous and it is in this sense that we could speak of
a world lake. There are water bodies in all climatic zones, at all altitudes and on all
continents, including under the Antarctic ice sheet. Then all the water bodies are
interconnected and it is in this sense that we could talk about global lake. The
discussion lies in the different possible characterizations of this link. Some lakes
communicate with each other by lake water through a strait (Michigan and Huron,
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Pskov and Chudsk), others are linked by running water, tributary or emissary. All
water bodies are interconnected in the water cycle, producing evaporation, receiving
directly precipitations on their surface, affected by infiltration and exfiltration.
The global lake is then a concept close to that of global limnosystem and it
is based on the notions of water residence time, opposition between exorheism and
endorheism, distance of influence of the water body on the emissary. More
generally, limnosphere has a global stabilizing and regulating role. The global
water body reduces the flood peaks, maintains the low water levels, restrains the
extremes, reduces the thermal range of the emissaries, stabilizes the
geomorphologic evolution, suppresses the gravity dynamics due to the slope of the
bottom, and causes accumulation rather than ablation. Become aware of it and
recognize that artificial reservoirs and ponds belong to the limnosphere would
avoid the disruption of river profiles and systems due to dam removing and forced
restoration of river connectivity without considering their age and the resetting and
rebalancing processes within the hydrosystem.
4.3. The sphericity of lakes
Water bodies are spherical segments of the planet and for them this
character has direct practical consequences on their functioning, which is not the
case on the same level in the potamosphere. The rotundity, the coincidence
between the theoretical projection surface and the field surface, the phenomena of
optics on the lakes and the importance of the Coriolis force in dynamic limnology
form four examples of the spherical character of the limnosphere.
As Aristotle had showed concerning the sea, the founder of limnology
noted that an observer on the shores of the Geneva Lake has his horizon bounded
by the rotundity of the Earth. A boat that sails a few kilometers ahead of him has its
hull hidden behind the line of the horizon (Forel, 1895).
Limnosphere is more regularly spherical than oceanosphere. On a long time
scale, limnosphere is not affected by depressions and bulges of the surface of the
oceanic sphere, which causes a difference of about 500 000 km² (Любушкина и
сотр., 2004) between the theoretical projection area of the world ocean (361.3
million km²) and the field area (361.8 million km²). On a short time scale, inland
water bodies, usually calm, present a still water surface, unlike stormy ocean waves.
Lake rotundity has an effect on the reflection of images, which, when it
takes place at a very small angle, causes its reversal, but also overwriting. This was
observed for the first time on Lake Geneva and mathematically demonstrated by
Charles Dufour (1874). The mathematical background was then expanded by H.
Griesseier (1953).
The sphericity of water bodies and the rotation of the Earth contribute to
the action of the Coriolis force in lakes. For example internal waves are subject to
this force (Mortimer, 1955). Currents are also concerned, including plumes of
streams in lakes, which are diverted. It gets reflected in the dissymmetrical form of
the prodeltas, since the particles settle preferably on the right of the sublacustrine
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deltas in the northern hemisphere (Giovanoli, 1990). Thus the limnosphere imposes
to the potamosphere the consequences of its sphericity.

Fig. 1. Limnosphere as spheric envelope of global limnosystem

5. CONCLUSION
We suggest defining limnosphere as “global spheric envelope of systemic
interactions structured by limnic water within water cycle of the Earth” (fig. 1). A
shorter definition may be “spheric envelope of global limnosystem”. It involves a
comprehensive consideration of societies because (i) limnic water (unlike lentic
water) is not a bio-centered concept, (ii) limnosystem is regarded as the set of
natural and socio-cultural interactions occurring in a territory centered on a water
body, (iii) the concept of sphere (understood in the Vernadsky’s sense) includes
development and evolution toward noosphere, so that limnosphere takes into
account manmade lakes, reservoirs, ponds, pools, artificial water bodies, in context
of balanced management, responsible planning and environmental stewardship.
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